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Community Survey Response Analysis 
Introduction 

Henrico County Public Schools hosted an online survey from May 12, 2017 to May 19, 2017 in which the 

public was encouraged to complete questionnaires with their feedback regarding each rezoning option 

proposed for 2018-19.  The data resulting from the Community Survey should be used as a tool to help 

facilitate the redistricting process.  It should not be used solely as a decision-making tool.   

 

Analysis Methodology 

Online survey responses were exported to an excel spreadsheet.  The spreadsheet tracked the date the 

comment was received, contact information for the respondent, the current zoned middle school, and the 

respondent’s comments on each option. 

 

Responses from 107 respondents provided feedback on the options:  59% reside in the Hungary Creek 

Middle School zone and 30% reside in the Holman Middle School zone. 

 

Total Respondents by Live in Middle School Zone 

Live in Middle 

School Zone 

Total 

Respondents 

Percent of 

Respondents 

Brookland MS 3 3% 

Fairfield MS 1 1% 

Holman MS 32 30% 

Hungary Creek MS 63 59% 

Moody MS 1 1% 

Pocahontas MS 1 1% 

Short Pump MS 4 4% 

Tuckahoe MS 1 1% 

Wilder MS 1 1% 

Total 107   

 

 

The survey asked respondents to share their general attitude towards an option based on the following 

categories: Strongly support, Support, Neutral, Oppose, Strongly oppose, and Other.  In order to gain a 

better understanding of objections, respondents who did not support an option were also asked to provide a 

reason for their concern.  The primary concern themes were: Enrollment data, Feeder Patterns (i.e. 

elementary to middle, middle to high), Other, School transportation and/or walk zones, School zone 

boundaries (i.e., use of natural boundaries, such as roadways), Separation of community components (i.e., 

apartment units, residential subdivisions, etc.), and Phase-in plan for changes. 
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Results Summary from Community Survey  

 

Summary of Thoughts/Observations for Each Option 

When input was requested on thoughts/observations related to each option proposed for rezoning in 2018-

19, 161 typed comments were received. 

 

Total Responses to "What are your thoughts/observations related to an Option proposed?" 

Option A Adjusted Observations 48 

Option C Observations 58 

Option D Adjusted Observations 55 

Total 161 

 

  

The majority of responses submitted were in regard to the most suitable option for their particular 

neighborhood / subdivision.  Open-ended comments received are provided in Appendix A.  The following 

is a list of the top 6 themes found in the comments related to Option A Adjusted: 

 Supports Option A Adjusted. 

 Gives relief to Hungary Creek MS. 

 Does not support Option A Adjusted. 

 Prefers close proximity between where students live and where they go to school. 

 Benefits specific neighborhoods/areas. 

 Prefer having students in the same neighborhood/geographic area attending the same schools - ES, 

MS and HS. 

 

The following is a list of the top 6 themes found in the comments related to Option C: 

 Support Option C. 

 Does not provide enough relief for overcrowding. 

 Does not support Option C. 

 Impacts the fewest number of students. 

 Prefers close proximity between where students live and where they go to school. 

 Prefer having students in the same neighborhood/geographic area attending the same schools - ES, 

MS and HS. 

 

The following is a list of the top 7 themes found in the comments related to Option D Adjusted: 

 Does not support Option D Adjusted. 

 Supports Option D Adjusted. 

 Gives greatest relief to Hungary Creek MS. 

 Prefers close proximity between where students live and where they go to school. 

 Prefer having students in the same neighborhood/geographic area attending the same schools - ES, 

MS and HS. 

 Concerns about transportation and impact on transportation resources. 

 Plan will have positive economic impacts. 
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Summary of Overall Attitude for Each Option  

The table below shows respondents’ answers to the question "What is your overall attitude toward an 

Option?"  75% strongly support/support Option A Adjusted, 41% strongly support/support Option C, and 

58% strongly support/support Option D Adjusted.   

 

Options Attitude Summary 

Option Attitude Option A Adjusted Option C Option D Adjusted 

Strongly support 54 50% 37 35% 48 45% 

Support 27 25% 6 6% 14 13% 

Neutral 4 4%  0 0% 1 1% 

Oppose 4 4% 5 5% 5 5% 

Strongly oppose 16 15% 57 53% 36 34% 

Other 1 1% 1 1% 1 1% 

No Response 1 1% 1 1% 2 2% 

Total 107   107   107   

 

 

Primary Concerns Summary Table 

The table below shows the primary concerns of respondents when asked "If you indicated that you oppose 

or strongly oppose an Option proposed for rezoning, what is your primary concern?"  Frequently shared 

concerns with both options were feeder patterns, enrollment data, and separation of community 

components. 

 

Options Primary Concern Summary 

Prominent Theme 

Option A 

Adjusted 
Option C 

Option D 

Adjusted 

Enrollment data 4 20% 15 25% 4 10% 

Feeder patterns (i.e., elementary to middle, middle to 

high) 
8 40% 10 17% 20 49% 

Other 5 25% 11 18% 5 12% 

School transportation and/or walk zones 0  0% 0  0% 5 12% 

School zone boundaries (i.e., use of natural boundaries, 

such as roadways) 
1 5% 13 22% 2 5% 

Separation of community components (i.e., apartment 

units, residential subdivisions, etc.) 
2 10% 8 13% 5 12% 

Phase-in plan for changes  0 0% 3 5%  0 0% 

Total 20   60   41   
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Conclusion 

 

To summarize, the data presented in this summary report will be utilized as a tool to help the district 

prioritize the options.  However, when reviewing the options, the results of the community survey should 

not be the only deciding factor.    
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Appendix A 

 

Live in Middle School Option A Adjusted Thoughts/Observations 

Brookland MS 

In this day and age of advanced technology it is beyond me why students are being "assigned" to 

schools that are not closest to their home.  My son is assigned to Brookland which is 8 miles 

from our home rather than Moody which is 1.5 miles from our home.  It is infuriating to see the 

amount of catering going towards the wealthy west end families and ZERO consideration given 

to families that live in the Brookland zone.  Gerrymandering at its best.  This county needs a 

complete redistricting elementary to high school where students are going to the school that is 

geographically closest to their address. 

Brookland MS This option would be the best for our family and community. Less disruption for the children. 

Holman MS Awful. 

Holman MS 

Do not support as it removes Hampshire from Holman Middle School. We were the first 

neighborhood to help open the school and our neighborhood has supported the school for years. 

Additionally, Holman is literally across the street from Hampshire and it makes no sense for 

children to be bused further away to attend Short Pump MS. This reminds me of the same issue 

we had a couple of years back when we were supposed to be zoned for the new Kaechele ES. It 

made no sense, and neither does this option. Hampshire, given any option, should ALWAYS 

stay with Holman MS. 

Holman MS 

I am still trying to understand why you are sending kids that live less than a mile from Holman 

to a school that is 3 miles away. When will this Board realize that you cannot keep shifting the 

overcrowding to the west end of Henrico? This area is continuing to grow, it cannot take any 

more from the eastern areas. You need to either start redistricting to schools more east of Short 

Pump or you need to clear the entire map and start fresh at all school levels. 

Holman MS 
I like Option A; both my kids will go with the same kids to middle and high school. Holman 

Middle School is much closer to our house. 

Holman MS I like that it pulls more Echo Lake students to Holman. 

Holman MS I like this plan as it fixes the feeder pattern at Shady Grove Elementary. 

Holman MS 
I personally am fine with this option.  It still leaves all of the Rivers Edge school going to the 

same middle school. 

Holman MS 
It is fairly reasonable. For the most part the districts make sense and kids go to the school closest 

to them.  No weird borders or cut outs. 

Holman MS It’s fine. Feeder patterns and capacity are still an issue. 

Holman MS Love Option A. 

Holman MS Ok, but not as straightforward as Option C. 

Holman MS Option A or C. 

Holman MS Support it.  Fixes the feeder pattern for SGES. 

Holman MS Support this option. 

Holman MS 

Twin Hickory to Short Pump!! Students can walk and puts most of the neighborhood together 

with the students already going to Short Pump from Colonial Trail. This option does not split 

Short Pump Middle School. Don't send us to a school further away, busing us past other students 

going to Short Pump who are closer to Holman, and to a school that splits to three high schools. 

Those fighting to keep Twin Hickory Elementary together do NOT represent me or MANY 

others. 

Hungary Creek MS 
Adequately relieves overcrowding at Hungary Creek while making the split from Echo Lake to 

Holman and Hungary Creek more balanced. 

Hungary Creek MS Agree its best. 

Hungary Creek MS Approve. 

Hungary Creek MS Best for the most amount of people. 

Hungary Creek MS Better option. 

Hungary Creek MS Do not agree with the plan of Option A. 

Hungary Creek MS Good movement and helps to stimulate the economy in Eastern Henrico. 

Hungary Creek MS Good plan. 

Hungary Creek MS Good plan! 
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Live in Middle School Option A Adjusted Thoughts/Observations 

Hungary Creek MS Great for the county. 

Hungary Creek MS 
I agree that our neighborhood should be redistricted to Holman.  Most of the neighborhoods 

along Springfield Road attend Holman now except ours and one other. 

Hungary Creek MS 
I don't see any problems with this option. I like the idea of Hungary Creek becoming less 

crowded. 

Hungary Creek MS Immediately gives relief to HCMS. 

Hungary Creek MS 
In favor as it immediately reduces the overcrowding at HCMS within the first two years, unlike 

Option C. 

Hungary Creek MS In favor as it quickly reduces the number of students at HCMS even the very first year! 

Hungary Creek MS It is a better option than C that does not reduce enrollment at HCMS. 

Hungary Creek MS 
It is one of two viable options as it fixes the over capacity issue at Hungary Creek Middle a lot 

faster than Option C. 

Hungary Creek MS 
Negative. It will result in overcrowding Glen Allen High School down the line and split a tiny 

group of Glen Allen ES students unnecessarily. 

Hungary Creek MS No. 

Hungary Creek MS Not a great option. 

Hungary Creek MS Option A reasonable and looks good to me. 

Hungary Creek MS Option A reduces enrollment at HCMS unlike Option C. 

Hungary Creek MS Option A supports revitalization in all areas of the county. 

Hungary Creek MS 

Option A will offer much needed relief to HCMS. While I don't support the chunk of students 

that are suggested to attend Holman this fall (based on location - they are the farthest from the 

new school within the HCMS district), it will offer immediate relief and additional relief the 

following year. I have children who have been attending HCMS in trailer classrooms and/or 

bulging classrooms (some with 35 children). They haven't gotten the attention or instruction they 

have needed. This redistricting is overdue. 

Hungary Creek MS 

Original option included my neighborhood in the move to Holman MS which is now not 

supported.  Our area which is currently being developed by a number of new neighborhoods 

needs to be included in the redistricting to Holman to support the new families moving to the 

Mill Road corridor and not left in an overcrowded school. 

Hungary Creek MS Relief to HCMS. 

Hungary Creek MS 
River Mill should not be going to Hungary Creek; please do not appease the developers by 

including this not-yet-build subdivision into Hungary Creek; it is too crowded already. 

Hungary Creek MS 
This is the best option for all children in our neighborhood as well as the new development 

coming soon. 

Hungary Creek MS 
This plan seems to strike a good balance between existing service demands and those planned 

for the future with new development. 

Moody MS 
Option A seems ridiculous; it has too many things going on. It doesn't make any sense. It 

obviously caters to the wealthier part of the county. 

Wilder MS I agree with the adjusted option so that both of my sons will attend the same middle school. 
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Live in Middle School Option C Thoughts/Observations 

Brookland MS Do not like at all. 

Brookland MS 
This option does not reduce enrollment at HCMS and the excuse that your child will have to 

travel 2.75 miles is not a valid reason. 

Holman MS 
Affects fewest number of students and more relief for Hungary Creek MS. Better for 
transportation. 

Holman MS Best option. 

Holman MS C is the best option. Best for feeder patterns and transportation. 

Holman MS Changes. 

Holman MS Do not support. 

Holman MS 
Doesn't relieve Hungary Creek as much as needed and leaves a very lopsided split of Echo Lake 

to Holman and Hungary Creek. 

Holman MS Don't like that new development won't be districted for HCMS or Holman. 

Holman MS 

I do not agree with this option because my sons will be attending separate middle schools.  My 

oldest son is a rising 7th grader at Wilder Middle School while my other son is a rising 5th 

grader at Harvie Elementary.  Having this option will have my rising 5th grader attend Fairfield 

Middle School and the rising 7th grader still attending Wilder Middle School. 

Holman MS 

I support this option. It provides a better long-term solution for Glen Allen High School and 

Hungary Creek and puts River Mill's future students at Brookland where there is space available. 

It also keeps Glen Allen ES together. 

Holman MS 

I think this is a fine option.  Again this does not break up the Rivers Edge students.  They would 

all get to continue on to Holman which is my preference. Also, this option impacts the least 

number of kids overall. 

Holman MS It's the best plan overall. 

Holman MS Love Option C. 

Holman MS 

Makes the most sense. Disrupts the least amount of schools. Disrupts the least amount of 

students. Most fiscally responsible option. Minimize bus routes. Has the most logical feeder 

patterns. 

Holman MS Not immediate relief to HCMS. 

Holman MS Prefer to keep Twin Hickory population together instead of splitting. 

Holman MS Streamlines profits to the west end. 

Holman MS 

Strongly oppose. This option will stall revitalization to the Rte. 1/Virginia Center Commons 

corridor. It also does not provide immediate relief to the overcrowding at HCMS- the SOLE 

purpose for this endeavor. Stats show that in 2018 HCMS enrollment will still be at 100% (984 

students) and this is unacceptable. 

Holman MS 
This is the WORST option for all children in our neighborhood as well as the new development 

coming soon. 

Holman MS 
This option more evenly distributes the children to the school closest to their homes and makes 

the bus routes easier. 

Hungary Creek MS Awful. 

Hungary Creek MS Best of all. 

Hungary Creek MS 

Do not support as it removes Hampshire from Holman Middle School. We were the first 

neighborhood to help open the school and our neighborhood has supported the school for years. 

Additionally, Holman is literally across the street from Hampshire and it makes no sense for 

children to be bused further away to attend Short Pump MS. This reminds me of the same issue 

we had couple of years back when we were supposed to be zoned for new Kaechele ES. It made 

no sense, and neither does this option. Hampshire given any option should ALWAYS stay with 

Holman MS. 

Hungary Creek MS Does not eliminate overcrowding. 

Hungary Creek MS Does nothing to help the overall county. 

Hungary Creek MS 

I agree with this option.  I think when looking at long term, this is the best option for children.  It 

makes more sense for children who are literally less than 1 mile apart to attend the same middle 

school.  Also, I don't think it's beneficial to children to be split and then attend middle school 

with children they did not attend elementary school with and will not attend high school.  
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Live in Middle School Option C Thoughts/Observations 

Middle school years are so important, and if you pull children out from different areas and throw 

them together only then to just split them up again, it seems like no good could come from that. 

Hungary Creek MS I am ok with plan C as well with the same ideas! 

Hungary Creek MS 

I believe none of the options presented address the issue at hand of future overcrowding of the 

north/northeast schools.  The redistricting needs to look for solutions to pull from the east of the 

current middle schools and moving those students to the western part of the county.  Mill Road 

district should be in Holman MS. 

Hungary Creek MS 

I like this plan the best!  It fixes the feeder pattern at Shady Grove Elementary and has the least 

impact on surrounding neighborhoods. In addition, it does not have the Sadler Community 

traveling along Nuckols Rd/Shady Grove Rd and cutting through Twin Hickory to get to Short 

Pump Middle.  Having an older daughter at DRHS, I worry about the increased traffic that 

adjusted Option D will have on the roads in and around DRHS. Option C is the most logical and 

well thought out plan for this redistricting effort. 

Hungary Creek MS 
I think this is the best plan. The boundaries make sense. The kids that can walk to Short Pump 

Middle would go there and not be bused to Holman. 

Hungary Creek MS 

In this day and age of advanced technology it is beyond me why students are being "assigned" to 

schools that are not closest to their home.  My son is assigned to Brookland which is 8 miles 

from our home rather than Moody which is 1.5 miles from our home.  It is infuriating to see the 

amount of catering going towards the wealthy west end families and ZERO consideration given 

to families that live in the Brookland zone.  Gerrymandering at its best.  This county needs a 

complete redistricting elementary to high school where students are going to the school that is 

geographically closest to their address. 

Hungary Creek MS 
It provides the most relief for Hungary Creek Middle, which is supposed to be the #1 priority for 

this whole process. 

Hungary Creek MS It's frankly the only one that makes sense. 

Hungary Creek MS 

Makes the MOST sense to send part of Twin Hickory to Short Pump...Short Pump backs up to 

Twin Hickory!! We can walk and half of our community already goes there; thus closer 

achieving your goals of "maintaining geographic zoning" and "encouraging contiguous 

communities." Option C, along with Option A, does not split Short Pump Middle school, but 

Option D Adjusted does. Don't send us to a school further away, busing us past other students 

going to Short Pump who are closer to Holman. Despite more efficient transportation system, 

there is an added important benefit of having all of Short Pump students going to Deep Run, 

whereas Holman splits to three high schools. Those fighting to keep Twin Hickory Elementary 

together at Holman do NOT represent me or many others. 

Hungary Creek MS Not including River Mill in Hungry Creek MS will hurt the revitalization of the Rt 1 area. 

Hungary Creek MS Oppose this restructuring. 

Hungary Creek MS Option C does not reduce enrollment to HCMS which is the main issue trying to be resolved. 

Hungary Creek MS 

Option C does not reduce the overcrowding at HCMS- still at 100% capacity in 2018! It also 

will prevent revitalization of the Rte. 1/Virginia Center corridor because lower priced housing 

will be built in River Mill; if it is built at all. 

Hungary Creek MS 

Option C doesn't offer enough relief to HCMS.  The last country redistricting that HCMS 

underwent, there were options to provide more relief but in the end they chose an option that 

didn't give maximum relief.  Charts that were circulated by the county showed HCMS would 

return to overcrowding in a shorter projected timeframe than the other options.  I don't want this 

to happen again.  Especially where both scenarios had our neighborhood hanging in the balance.  

I have 9 children and at the time of the first redistricting, my oldest was entering middle school.  

I currently have my 4th and 5th at HCMS.  I'd rather not revisit this a third time with my youngest 

children. 

Hungary Creek MS 
Option C isolates development to the far west end and separates neighborhoods in the Glen 

Allen area. 

Hungary Creek MS 

Option C seems to make the most sense. It displaces the fewest children and the 

boundaries/transportation make the most sense. It also seems to favor the wealthy areas less than 

the other two options. 
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Live in Middle School Option C Thoughts/Observations 

Hungary Creek MS 

Same as Option C, all of these options are terrible. Stop looking to move more kids to the Short 

Pump area. Start looking at the enrollment numbers of the schools east of Short Pump and 

moving kids there. 

Hungary Creek MS Strongly oppose. 

Hungary Creek MS Strongly oppose. Doesn't reduce overcrowding as much. 

Hungary Creek MS Strongly support it because it fixes the feeder pattern for SGES. 

Hungary Creek MS Strongly support this option. 

Hungary Creek MS 

Strongly support. Of all the options, this makes absolutely the most sense. The map lines make 

sense, allows the most kids to go to the schools closest to them, fewest kids impacted. If you 

have to split an ES, splitting Twin Hickory to Short Pump MS makes the most sense because 

many of those families live within walking distance to Short Pump MS. 

Hungary Creek MS This is the best option to relieve overcrowding at HCMS. 

Hungary Creek MS 
This option does NOT fix the overcrowding at Hungary Creek in a reasonable amount of time 

and this is one of the main issues. 

Hungary Creek MS This option would be very disruptive for the children in our community. 

Hungary Creek MS 
This plan does not reduce attendance at HCMS. It removes a neighborhood that does not exist 

but will split joining neighborhoods once complete. 

Hungary Creek MS 

This plan splits known future growth from the neighborhoods it would be closest too.  Given the 

planned county capital improvements (Woodman Road, etc.), it seems shortsighted to separate 

the future River Mill neighborhood from adjacent development, isolating it from those they 

would attend school with. 

Hungary Creek MS Would like to see us move to Holman district. 

Moody MS Does nothing for the county and revitalizing areas. 

Short Pump MS 
1. Lets the most number of kids go to the schools closest to them.   2. Maps make sense.   3. 

Fewest number of kids impacted.   4. Feeder patterns are the most even. 

Tuckahoe MS Doesn't fix overcrowding! 

Wilder MS Will disrupt the least number of students. 
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Live in Middle School Option D Adjusted Thoughts/Observations 

Brookland MS Approve. 

Brookland MS 
This is the BEST option.  It reduces enrollment to HCMS AND it will revitalize this part of 

town and will reduce traffic to the West End (Holman). 

Holman MS 

1.  The Sadler area would be bussed through Twin Hickory area to get to Short Pump Middle.  

Twin Hickory area would be bussed the opposite direction to Holman Middle.  Some kids that 

could walk to Short Pump Middle would need to be bussed to Holman Middle. 2.  Concerned 

about the Sadler Area being separated from their Rivers Edge friends then being separated from 

their Short Pump friends to be sent to Glen Allen HS.  A large percentage of the Short Pump 

Middle population would attend Deep Run. 

Holman MS 

We support an option that keeps THES together at Holman MS. (Option Map D is the only map 

that does this.) We support continuous feeder patterns from elementary school to middle school. 

We support postponing the vote/final decision until Fall 2018 so we have time to find the best 

redistricting solution:  - Know where the new middle school will be located (Staples Mill/Brook 

Road corridor) - Understand the enrollment of Wilder gifted school  - Gauge Short Pump 

development impact. We support expanding the redistricting area. There are other middle 

schools that have space to help absorb students: Rolfe MS 69%, Tuckahoe MS 81%, and 

Brookland MS 76%. We support an Eastern shift of middle school boundaries. Brookland MS 

(76%) has capacity to take more students and should be an option to help relieve Hungary Creek 

MS overcrowding. We support the Board’s consideration of moving all of Longan ES to 

Quioccasin MS (75%) to alleviate overcrowding at Hungary Creek MS.  

Holman MS 
Adequately relieves overcrowding at Hungary Creek while making the split from Echo Lake to 

Holman and Hungary Creek more balanced. 

Holman MS 

Affects the most number of students. Includes students that could walk to local middle school, 

but instead would be bused to one farther way, therefore ADDING a bus route to what is 

currently a non-transportation zone. This is fiscally irresponsible. Your hired consultant stated 

that a good split (if a school has to be split) is as close to 50/50 as possible, yet this option has 7 

schools in splits that have 23% or less student groupings. In conclusion, Option D is the most 

illogical option. 

Holman MS Don't like option D. 

Holman MS I believe this keeps THES together and that is a preference. 

Holman MS I do not agree because my sons will be enrolled in separate middle schools. 

Holman MS 
I hate this option.  It breaks up the Rivers Edge school and it impacts the largest number of kids, 

more than any of the other plans. 

Holman MS I support Option D. 

Holman MS Immediate relief to HCMS. 

Holman MS No. 

Holman MS 
Option does a good job of equally splitting most of the elementary schools AND immediately 

reduces the overcrowding at HCMS; the SOLE purpose for this redistricting process. 

Holman MS Relief to HCMS. 

Holman MS 

This is a crummy option that no one but Twin Hickory ES parents like. It needs to be scrapped - 

unnecessary bussing, overcrowding Glen Allen High School down the line and splitting too 

many elementary schools just to keep one happy. 

Holman MS 
This is the second best option for all children in our neighborhood as well as the new 

development coming soon. 

Holman MS This is the worst plan by FAR. 

Holman MS 

This new plan is even worse than the last Option D. It makes no sense when there are other 

neighborhoods which are much closer to Short Pump and these children have gone to Elem. 

School with the children at Short Pump. These kids will also attend the same High School 

together. The children on Sadler Road are really the big losers in this plan. Not only will they 

attend a Middle School where they know no one, but then they get to go to Glen Allen High 

School where only 18% of their classmates will attend. At least if they could remain at Holman, 

a large percentage would be attending the same high school. This plan is horrible for my family 

and my neighbors. 
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Live in Middle School Option D Adjusted Thoughts/Observations 

Holman MS 

This option will bring too more traffic to the Nuckols Road area. I don't think it makes sense that 

if you have a school at your doorstep that you could walk, why would you want to take a bus to 

another school further away. 

Holman MS 

While I am happy that option D Adjusted corrects the feeder plan issues for most 

neighborhoods, it CREATES a feeder plan issue for the REES kids that are zoned for GAHS.  

Plain and simple: It is silly to send these kids to SPMS because of their feeder pattern and 

difficulty in getting to SPMS due to 295. They are not as close as it appears.  It makes more 

sense for part of THES to switch to SPMS because they feed to DRHS. 

Hungary Creek MS Again, this plan obviously caters to the noisy, wealthy part of the county. It's obnoxious. 

Hungary Creek MS Again, would like to see us redistricted to Holman. 

Hungary Creek MS Awful. 

Hungary Creek MS By far the more expensive option. 

Hungary Creek MS Do not agree. 

Hungary Creek MS 

Do not support as it removes Hampshire from Holman Middle School. We were the first 

neighborhood to help open the school and our neighborhood has supported the school for years. 

Additionally, Holman is literally across the street from Hampshire and it makes no sense for 

children to be bused further away to attend Short Pump MS. This reminds me of the same issue 

we had couple of years back when we were supposed to be zoned for new Kaechele ES. It made 

no sense, and neither does this option. Hampshire given any option should ALWAYS stay with 

Holman MS. 

Hungary Creek MS Good plan. 

Hungary Creek MS Good plan. 

Hungary Creek MS Great for the county and will help stimulate growth. 

Hungary Creek MS 

I do not like how this pulls Schrader Road to Short Pump. These students will go to Glen Allen 

High School. They should stay at Holman. Twin Hickory students are closer to Short Pump and 

will attend Deep Run. It make more sense to send Twin Hickory to Short Pump. 

Hungary Creek MS 

I do not like this option, even though my children would not be impacted it this option is worse 

than the previous option D for the Sadler area neighborhoods.  They will only know a few kids 

in their middle school and then they will be among the few going to a different high school.  It 

also does not send kids to their closest school. It sends kids within walking distance to Short 

Pump Middle to Holman. When you create boundaries that ignore walk zones and that have cut 

outs and don't send kids to the closest schools you just delay the inevitable because it would 

happen again at the next redistricting.  By using common sense boundaries and honoring walk 

zones you reduce the need for those areas to be moved back and forth. 

Hungary Creek MS I like this plan as it fixes the feeder pattern at Shady Grove Elementary. 

Hungary Creek MS 

In this day and age of advanced technology it is beyond me why students are being "assigned" to 

schools that are not closest to their home.  My son is assigned to Brookland which is 8 miles 

from our home rather than Moody which is 1.5 miles from our home.  It is infuriating to see the 

amount of catering going towards the wealthy west end families and ZERO consideration given 

to families that live in the Brookland zone.  Gerrymandering at its best.  This county needs a 

complete redistricting elementary to high school where students are going to the school that is 

geographically closest to their address. 

Hungary Creek MS 

It's still bad, even after the adjustment.  Feeder patterns are terrible - too many low percentage 

splits. Bus routes will take kids past the schools closest to them - transportation costs and more 

dangerous routes.  Most kids impacted.  Boundaries are clearly arbitrarily drawn to appease 

Twin Hickory ES so that school can avoid being split.  Does not fix capacity issues.  Glen Allen 

HS still over 100%. Why is D still on the table with overwhelming opposition? 

Hungary Creek MS 

NO!!! I live in Twin Hickory and want to go to Short Pump. Those fighting to have all of Twin 

Hickory go to Holman do NOT represent many at Twin Hickory. *Geographically speaking, the 

neighborhoods from Twin Hickory elementary set for Short Pump in Options A and C are closer 

to Short Pump than the neighborhoods set for Short Pump in Option D. Just by looking at the 

map, it does NOT make sense and it doesn't meet your goal of "maintaining sensible geographic 

zoning." This option buses my kids away from Short Pump, when they can walk! It also buses 

kids past each other to get to school. Obviously safety is a big concern here, having kids further 
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away (i.e. Sadler area) going through high traffic areas. Option D Adjusted is not a practical or 

financially smart use of transportation and does not meet your goal of an "efficient transportation 

system." *I do not like that Option D Adjusted puts my children at a school that splits to three 

high schools whereas Short Pump solely feeds into one high school.  *Regarding splitting of 

schools, instead of splitting Twin Hickory Option D Adjusted splits Rivers Edge, which in turn 

splits Short Pump Middle. This proposed Short Pump Middle School split is very unbalanced at 

approximately 13% and 87%. In no other options is Short Pump split. *Of all the options this 

option effects the most middle-to-high school feeder patterns, splitting 4 middle schools. The 

majority of these splits are unbalanced such that as little as 7-13% from a middle school will be 

going to a different high school. Not acceptable. *Option D Adjusted shifts overcrowding to the 

high school level. *Overall, it is so unfortunate that there are not more single-feeder patterns and 

schools have to split. 

Hungary Creek MS 
NO, I don't like that option!!! Middle school is far from home, majority of kids from Short Pump 

goes to Deep Run so it will make my kids go through more stress on changing schools. 

Hungary Creek MS Okay. 

Hungary Creek MS 
Option D immediately reduces the overcrowding at HCMS within the first and second years, 

2018 & 2019... the main purpose of this redistricting plan. 

Hungary Creek MS 

Option D provides maximum relief to HCMS.  And even though I don't support the chunk of 

students that will be attending Holman this fall (based on location), it will give immediate relief 

and also add students whose location makes more sense for Holman attendance. 

Hungary Creek MS Option D supports the revitalization of areas across the county. 

Hungary Creek MS 
River Mill should not be going to Hungary Creek Middle; this development isn't even built yet 

and Hungary Creek is too crowded as it is. 

Hungary Creek MS See my comments for the other 2 options. All of these options are ridiculous. 

Hungary Creek MS Support it because it, too, fixes feeder pattern for SGES. 

Hungary Creek MS Support this option. 

Hungary Creek MS The second of the two options I support as it clears up the Hungary Creek overcrowding issue. 

Hungary Creek MS 
This is the smartest option to reduce enrollment to HCMS.  It will also help revitalize an area 

that really needs it as opposed to the congested Short Pump area. 

Hungary Creek MS This option still does not address the issue. 

Hungary Creek MS 

This plan has the least impacts on my school pattern, while maintaining similar splits within that 

other elementary schools are currently experiencing.  It also drops the enrollment in HCMS 

quicker than Option C. 

Hungary Creek MS This would be our second choice. Less disruption for the community. 

Moody MS Great for the county and economy stimulation. 

Pocahontas MS Do not like because it splits middle and high school districts. 

Short Pump MS 

1. Feeder patterns split schools into very small percentages so too many kids are separated from 

majority of their friends.  2. Bus routes pass schools that are closer to kids’ homes and 

unnecessarily through dangerous intersections.   3. Does not address capacity issues   4. Impacts 

the largest number of kids. 

Short Pump MS Do not like split of Short Pump Middle or the several other middle school splits. 

Wilder MS 
It is a bad option financially - children that are able to walk to school will have to ride a bus. 

Sadler Rd. neighborhood children will suffer personal/social, academic, and athletic impact. 
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